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Gender equality

This is what you get when you Google for images with the keyword „CEO“...
Ethnic Discrimination in Hiring and Employment

- CVs with a German sounding name receive 14% more call backs than Turkish sounding names\(^1\).

- Women wearing a scarf /Hijab have a lower call back rate than those without\(^2\).

---


People so irrational, so sad!

• Judges decide regularly over early release proposals.
• Study showed that judges take less risk the longer the time after the last break¹.
• Enormous number of research like this.
• Conclusion: Humans are biased and irrational.

Would computers make better decisions?

• The first companies are testing out Algorithmic Decision Making or Algorithmic Decision Support Systems (ADM systems)\(^1\).

• Possible discriminating features can be hidden from them.

• They are objective and almost failure free.

• (objective here := „constantly the same decision when the same information is given“)

---

Can Computers learn?
Definition of learning used here

• Recognize a situation and show the behavior taught to you in these situations.
• Recognize that a new situation belongs to some category of situation and choose the most suitable behavior from a list of choices.
Sebastian learns „hot“ and „warm“

Last July
Everything steaming
unless somebody blew on it.

Today
Everything steaming

Last September
If it comes direct from the pot
Sebastian learns...

• By **Feedback**: way more hot, way more cold than expected
• By **saving the rules in some structure**: in neurons and their connections.
• By **generalization of the learned rules**.
Computers learn...

Computers also need a structure to learn and save the learned rules.

Optimally, the computers also get **feedback**.

They also learn **general rules** instead of being too specific.

---

**Decision Trees**

*Formula*

\[ w_1 \cdot \#Vh + w_2 \cdot \#days \cdot Vh + w_3 \cdot I[g = male] \]

*Clustering*

![Clusters](https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:CART_tree_titanic_survivors.png)

*Neural Network*

![Neural network](https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Artificial_neural_network.svg)

"CART tree titanic survivors" by Stephen Milborrow - Own work. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons. [https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:CART_tree_titanic_survivors.png]([https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:CART_tree_titanic_survivors.png])

Learning with probabilities
A new person is hired. The person earns less than $25 per hour.

Is the person male or female?

And what if the person earns more than $60/hour?
Learning by clustering of similar cases
What is a Rrrr, what is a Hiha and what is a Ts?s
K-Means-Clustering
Predictions + Mistakes

• With learned rules we can predict important properties of new data points:

• Given a new data point, the location within the data structure shows its class.

• If there are only two classes, we can make two kinds of mistakes:
  • False positives
  • False negatives
Learning with decision trees
Learning with decision trees

- The tree shows the probability of survival of passengers of the Titanic.
- “sibsp” is number of family members.
- Numbers below the “leaves2 gives probability to survive and the fraction of people of this group with respect to all passengers.

Learning with formulas
How to predict the recidivism probability of criminals
Predictive Policing

Waiting for you since 10 minutes!

Algorithms that predict when and where criminal activities are most likely.
Predictive Policing

An Algorithm said that you're almost a criminal!
You’re arrested!

Also possible: predictions about whether a person is about to conduct a crime.

E.g. in Oregon and other states of the USA.
Data basis

- Uses Big Data, e.g.:
  - Age of first arrest
  - Age of the criminal
  - Financial situation
  - Criminal family members
  - Gender
  - Type and number of convictions
  - Timepoint of the last criminal activity
  - Surveys
  - But not the ethnicity
Algorithm

• Algorithm designers decide which of the data to use – which are likely to correlate with recidivism?
• The wanted formula should result in a single number, such that delinquents can be directly sorted by this number.
• The higher the number, the higher the recidivism rate.
• Example formula:

$$3 \times \text{past convictions} - 2 \times \text{number days since last arrest} + 3 \times (\text{if male, then 1, 0 otherwise}) + 2.5 \times (\text{if violent behavior, then 1, 0 otherwise}) + \ldots$$
Allgemein

\[ w_1 \ast \text{past convictions} + w_2 \ast \text{number days since last arrest} + w_3 \ast (\text{if male, then 1, 0 otherwise}) + w_4 \ast (\text{if violent behavior, then 1, 0 otherwise}) + \ldots \]

The computer now determines the weights and gets a feedback, how well the predictions do on a data set with known behavior (past data).
Quality of an algorithm
„Learning“ of weights

- Algorithm just tries combinations of weights
- Evaluates how many recidivists are up front (high values)
- The weighting which maximizes the number is then set.

Red balls symbolise recidivating criminals, green ones resocialized persons.

Optimal sorting: all reds up front, all greens below.

Measure of Quality: pairs of which the red ball is above the green one.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

28
Oregon Recidivism Rate Algorithm

• For a concrete algorithm, this quality is 72 out of 100 pairs.
• Thus, given one future-recidivist and one future-resocialised person, the algorithm will give a higher value to the first with a chance of 1:3.
• Only about 25% of all predictions are expectedly wrong.
• But this is not how predictions are made!
• Another problem: the classes are not balanced.
  • 10000 Delinquenten
  • Ca. 2000 werden rückfällig
Optimal sorting

Expectedly 20% recidivists
One possible sorting with this „quality“ (75/100 Pairs)

Expectedly 20% recidivists
Quality measures

• Diagram shows how much the „classic“ quality measure deviates from the more understandable measure
That is like selling this car

„You have to buy this gem of a car! TÜV? Who needs TÜV anyway! And just see the beautiful tires. That is quality you just don’t see anymore!“
Propublica says: this algorithm is rassistic!

• In a study by Propublica this result was confirmed\(^1\):
  • Only 20% of the predicted recidivists committed another (severe) crime.
  • If all kinds of crime are involved, the prediction is a bit better than throwing a coin.
  • Concerning Afro-Americans, the result was always too pessimistic;
  • Concerning whites, it was too optimistic.

• Northpoint Software is a company, the algorithm is not known.

Rules of machine learning

Algorithm of machine learning are used where **there are no simple rules** but big data sets.

They search for patterns in **highly noisy data**.

The patterns are thus of a **statistical nature**.

They almost always try to identify a small group of persons (problem of **imbalance**)

When there were simple rules, we likely already knew them.
Statistical predictions of human behavior

What does that actually mean?
You’re 70% recidivist....

• If persons were cats, it would mean 5 of them they’d recidivate, and 2 they would‘nt.
• However, humans are not cats.
• Algorithm Decision Making relies on statistically legitimized prejudice.
• Algorithmic clan liability
  • Of 100 persons „like you“, 70 recidivate;
  • People are categorized into an algorithmically determined clan totally unknown to them.
Is that a problem?

• Attention economy of judges.
• „Best practice“ requires usage of the software.
• A mistaken ignorance of the machine’s decision is more severe for the judge than following a wrong decision of the machine.
• Basic modelling and data quality can be very bad as well.
• The criminal sent to prison can – by definition – not prove the prediction wrong!
  • The same is true for: credits, education, jobs, persons killed by drones or arrested as terrorists, ...
Spielkamp’s Rule

All algorithms are objective - besides those designed by humans!
Algorithms in a democratic society
Quis custodiet ipsos algorithmos

„Automated Decision Making“-TÜV vulgo: „Algorithm TÜV“
Gründung von „Algorithm Watch“
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Summary

• There are definitely chances in using algorithms to make decisions – also about humans
  • Reliable
  • Can be made more transparent
  • Could be less discriminating

• However, the ADMs we looked at so far do not seem to be of this sort.
Conclusion

Jump in but don’t drown
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